Physiological pump loading of isolated cardiac muscle.
Cat papillary muscles were subjected to a continuously changing load, resulting from an analysis of the left ventricle as a muscle pump system. The papillary muscle was assumed to be part of a circumferential bundle of muscle fibers of a simplified ejecting ventricle. The load included the pressure--stress relationship of this ventricle and the peripheral vascular load with its inertial, resistive and capacitive components. When this loading function was imposed on a shortening muscle through an electronic feedback circuit, the time course of force development and the velocity versus force plots closely resembled data obtained in the intact heart. Analysis of mechanical work (delta 1 X f) and power (V X f) and their respective time course permitted distinction between changes of contractile performance due to (1) positive or negative inotropic interventions, (2) altered hypothetical ventricular dimensions and changed preload, and (3) the long-term load-dependent memory of cardiac muscle.